INTRODUCTION

Quantum nonlocality [1, 2] is intriguing in that it allows, on the one hand, to establish correlations and achieve tasks which are classically impossible, but on the other hand, it does not violate relativistic causality.

In the following work, we focus on a specific scenario: two parties, Alice and Bob, are located in remote positions (possibly space-like-separated), but they wish to perform a joint quantum measurement of their nonlocal system. This goal has motivated the study of quantum nonlocal measurements, which lie at the interface of quantum mechanics and relativity theory [3–10]. The former theory provides Alice and Bob with tools, such as quantum entanglement, for accomplishing the task, while the latter sets limitations on the causal relations between them. Indeed, many nonlocal observables cannot be instantaneously measured in a non-demolition projective measurement [6, 11], while others can be destructively measured [8, 9] with a weakened coupling strength and a suboptimal ratio of information/disturbance [12].

Performing nonlocal measurement is prevalent in quantum mechanics, see e.g. [7, 8, 13, 16], and is actually a crucial step in some schemes for quantum information processing, e.g. error correction [17], device-independent quantum key distribution [18, 20], and realization of multipartite gates in general.

Several protocols have been suggested over the years for realizing such measurements in the strong [4, 5, 7–10] and weak [21, 23] coupling regimes. Recently, Brodutch and Cohen have proposed a new method [12], which is based on quantum teleportation [24–26] and quantum erasure [27, 28] - Alice performs a local measurement of her system and then teleports the outcome to Bob. Bob then couples the resulting system to his local measurement device and makes a measurement, followed by a probabilistic erasure of the local superfluous information. When Bob’s postselection is successful, his measurement device shifts by an amount proportional to an eigenvalue of the nonlocal observable (thereby being linear in the coupling strength), just like in the case of von Neumann measurement of this observable. A failure in the postselection stage corresponds to a non-trivial unitary evolution of the state between pre- and postselection which can be later corrected given classical communication between Alice and Bob. This protocol was shown in [12] to be more versatile than other methods, allowing to measure a wider class of nonlocal, multipartite observables with a variable coupling strength. Furthermore, it can be used for implementing any controlled-controlled-unitary operation, as well as measurements of non-Hermitian operators [29]. However, this erasure method ought to be probabilistic [12] in order to preserve relativistic causality, thus exemplifying the necessity of quantum uncertainty in nonlocal scenarios [15, 20].

An experimental scheme for realizing this erasure-based protocol was proposed in [32], which requires a challenging technique, i.e., nonlinear interaction between single photons. Here, based on the method for implementing quantum C-NOT gates between different pho-
is mapped to the meter state $|\psi_M\rangle = |\downarrow\rangle$, while a system with $P = -1$ is mapped to the meter state pointing in the opposite direction. Additionally, our erasure-based nonlocal measurement outcomes for a general system are projected to the subspace of some nonlocal observables, for example, the subspace of parity. We also show that our scheme can be applied to Bell measurements, having a crucial role in many quantum protocols.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. Two photons, labeled as $a$ and $b$, are prepared in a polarization-momentum hyper-entangled state $|\psi\rangle$ which is generated via the degenerate spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC). We take the polarization as the system $S$ and use the correspondence $H(V) \leftrightarrow |\downarrow\rangle$ to spin-$\frac{1}{2}$ particles, where $H(V)$ stands for horizontal (vertical) polarization. The system’s state can be prepared in any form by inserting HWP-QWP (which stand for half and quarter wave plates respectively) sets in each output arm. The photons’ momentum degree of freedom (up and down paths labeled by $u$ and $d$, not to be confused with the aforementioned $\uparrow / \downarrow$ spin directions) is adopted as the ancilla. This structure guarantees that the photons’ momenta are initialized in an EPR state $|\psi_N\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|ud\rangle + |du\rangle)$. For recording the final measurement results, we introduce another meter qubit $M$ on Bob’s side, left ($l$) and right ($r$) paths of photon-$b$, as shown in Fig. 2(a).

In Figs. 2(b) and (c), we show the operations on Alice’s and Bob’s side, respectively. For further clarification, we also draw the corresponding circuit diagrams for both of them. In our protocol, Alice firstly performs a C-NOT operation over the system and ancilla realized by BD1, where the photon’s momentum is shifted conditionally on its polarization. To select the result $\sigma_z = -1$, a hole is used to block the up path and only collect the photons in the down path. Then Bob performs two C-NOT operations, one over the system and meter implemented by BD2, and the other over the ancilla and meter implemented by BD3. Finally, two HWP are adopted with their optical axes oriented at $22.5^\circ$, as well as BD4 for implementing the quantum erasure of the ancilla. The photons in path-$d$ are collected by the fiber collimator after a hole. Four HWP are inserted between BD2 and BD3 for guiding the photons to the $r$-mode, where the fiber collimator is located. To be more specific, when the optical axes of HWP-ls are oriented at $45^\circ$ while those of HWP-rs are oriented at $0^\circ$, the two $l$ beams are collected and others are blocked, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Conversely, the two $r$ beams are picked up.

## Parity Check

In our experiment, we first measured the system’s parity $P$. If the system is in the state $|HH\rangle$ or $|VV\rangle$, it is supposed to take the value $P = +1$, and for states...
FIG. 2. Experimental setup. (a) shows the photon source prepared in our experiment, we adopt the structure used in Ref. [31]. A vertically polarized ultraviolet (UV) laser (wavelength centered at 406.7 nm) pumps a $\beta$-BaB$_2$O$_4$ (BBO) crystal to generate photon pairs (selected by spectrum filters with center at 813.4 nm and bandwidth 3 nm) in a polarization-momentum hyper-entangled state. We collect four points in the entanglement ring, and denote the left part as photon-$A$ and the right part as photon-$B$ respectively. For photon-$B$, we introduce another degree of freedom (left and right modes) to act as the meter $\mathcal{M}$. (b) shows the operations on Alice’s side. Left part schematically illustrates the quantum circuit. A beam displacer (BD1) with its optical axis cut in the vertical plane, which transmits vertically polarized light straightly and displaces horizontally polarized light in the vertical plane, is used to realize the C-NOT gate (polarization control path). The hole helps us to collect the photons in path-$d$ by a fiber coupler (FC) after a spectrum filter. The operations by Bob are shown in (c) which includes the schematic diagram in the upper panel and experimental realizations in the lower panel. The C-NOT gate between system and meter is realized by BD2 (horizontally cut), where vertically-polarized photons propagate directly and horizontally-polarized photons are shifted in the horizontal plane. Four half wave plates (HWPs) collaborate with another horizontally cut BD3 to arrange that the two $l$ ($r$) beams (green and red) lie in the same vertical plane. Two HWPs with their optical axes oriented at 22.5° collaborate with a vertically cut BD4 to realize the quantum eraser, which erases the quantum information encoded in the ancilla $\mathcal{N}$. QWP stands for quarter wave plate at 813.4 nm.

Table I. Coincidence counts for parity checks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$l$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>9192</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VH</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the system is in state $|1\rangle$, photon-$b$ only comes out in channel $l$, and when the system is in state $|HV\rangle$ or $|VH\rangle$, only channel $r$ gives counts. The error rate is only around 0.2%, which is mainly due to the non-perfect interference and the finite extinction ratio of the polarizer. Our results imply that the outcomes of the parity measurement of the system can be accurately revealed by the path state of photon-$b$.

QUANTUM ERASURE

One of the crucial steps in our method for implementing nonlocal measurement is the quantum erasure of local information. This is because we wish to infer the degenerate eigenvalue of the product of two operators, without knowing their local values. We show the erasure procedure in Figs. 2(a) and (b). Here the system is initialized in the state $|\psi_S\rangle = \frac{1}{2}(|HH\rangle - i|VV\rangle - i|HV\rangle + |VH\rangle)$. The coincidence counts for each basis and channel before and after performing quantum eraser are compared. As shown in Fig. 2(a), immediately after Bob couples the meter $\mathcal{M}$ to both the system $\mathcal{S}$ and his part of the ancilla $\mathcal{N}$, the four basis elements, i.e., the eigenstates of the nonlocal observable $\sigma_z^A\sigma_z^B$, $|HH\rangle$, $|HV\rangle$, $|VH\rangle$, $|VV\rangle$ are directly coupled to the four path states, i.e., $|u\rangle$, $|ru\rangle$, $|rd\rangle$, $|d\rangle$, respectively. That is, the system’s information can then be determined completely by measuring the path state. For coupling the measurement result of a nonlocal observable to a single pointer, we erase the redundant quantum information contained in the ancilla $\mathcal{N}$. Experimentally, we guide the two modes $|u\rangle$ and $|d\rangle$ to a beam splitter which acts as a Hadamard gate and collect photons only in the output port $|d\rangle$, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We show the coincidence counts in the corresponding channels for each basis in Fig. 2(b), which strengthens our conclusion, i.e.,
channel \( l \) only contains the components \(|HH\rangle\) and \(|VV\rangle\) with even parity, and channel \( r \) only contains the components \(|HV\rangle\) and \(|VH\rangle\) with odd parity, with a small error rate around 0.6%.

**SUBSPACE PROJECTION**

We can also see the robustness of our experiment when the system is initialized in a general state (the same one as in the previous section), i.e., superposition of all the four bases. In this scenario, our setup can not only divide the photons into two parts according to the system’s parity but also preserve the quantum coherence, which means our nonlocal measurement method is actually nondemolition and the system will be coherently projected onto the corresponding subspace according to the outcomes of the nonlocal measurement. We verify these results by performing additional polarization tomography on the system after the measurement procedure is finished, i.e., before the photons are entering the fiber collimators, we insert polarization analyzers (composed of QWP-HWP-PBS) on both Alice’s and Bob’s sides. The results are shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d). Compared to the theoretical expectations, the fidelities read 0.992 ± 0.14 and 0.984 ± 0.007, respectively. The non-degenerate imaginary parts of the density matrices clearly show that the coherence of the polarization states in the two parts is preserved in the nonlocal measurements, which is crucial for us to perform subsequent measurements. These sanity checks show that the erasure protocol works well, as theoretically planned, though up to now the state was separable and a local procedure could have succeeded as well.

**BELL MEASUREMENT**

Based on the above demonstration, we consequently realized a full Bell measurement of entangled pairs using the erasure-based nonlocal measurements. This was done without invoking a two-photon Hong-Ou-Mandel interference (such as demonstrated in [26, 83]). Rather, we have just performed some simple projective measurements after the parity measurement. As [12] implies, after picking out the Bell states \(|\Psi^{\pm}\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|HH\rangle \pm |VV\rangle)\) and \(|\Phi^{\pm}\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(|HV\rangle \pm |VH\rangle)\) via the path states \( l \) and \( r \), we just need to project onto the eigenstates of \( \sigma_x \) for both photon-\( a \) and photon-\( b \), respectively, and then simply multiply the results of the local measurements. If \( \sigma_x^A \otimes \sigma_x^B = +1 \), it should be the state \(|\Psi^+\rangle\) or \(|\Phi^+\rangle\), and on the other hand if the product equals \(-1\), the state should be \(|\Psi^-\rangle\) or \(|\Phi^-\rangle\). Combining the results of the two steps we can completely and deterministically distinguish between the four Bell states. The results are shown in more detail in Fig. 4. We can see that \(|l, +1\rangle, |l, -1\rangle, |r, +1\rangle, |r, -1\rangle\) stand for the Bell states \(|\Psi^+\rangle\), \(|\Psi^-\rangle\), \(|\Phi^+\rangle\), \(|\Phi^-\rangle\), respectively. We have also performed tomography for the purposes of verification and concluded that the density matrices coincide with our predictions very well as shown in Fig. 4(b-e), where the fidelities compared to their theoretical expectation read 0.986 ± 0.015, 0.980 ± 0.007, 0.974 ± 0.018 and 0.983 ± 0.006, respectively. These results prove the validity and experimental applicability of the theoretical proposal in [12].

**CONCLUSIONS**

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an erasure-based scheme for performing nonlocal quantum measurements in a photonic system. The time evolution and measurements are performed on the photon’s polarization degree of freedom. The outcomes of the nonlocal observable are directly given by a single local pointer. Our scheme is actually a non demolition measurement of the nonlocal
FIG. 4. Bell measurement. (a) shows the coincidence counts in 10 seconds for each given channel and basis. (b)-(e) present the corresponding density matrices reconstructed from the correct output channel. The basis states $|+\rangle$ and $|−\rangle$ stand for the eigenstates of $\sigma_x$ with eigenvalues +1 and −1, respectively. observable where quantum coherence is preserved during the process. As a consequence, our result can be extended to more complex protocols where further measurements are needed, for example, investigating causal roles and extracting nonlocal information in quantum networks and other distributed systems [39–41]. In addition, we employed this scheme for performing a complete Bell measurement which is free of classical communication. The protocol is, and must be, probabilistic to preserve relativistic causality. Using this method one can realize any controlled-controlled-unitary gate and hence it could have many more applications for quantum information processing in nonlocal systems. Importantly, we have effectively generated a tripartite nonlocal interaction with negligible imperfections, which is very useful for photonic quantum computers.
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